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Social Computing:
Social Computing Theories: Identity



"What's in a name? That which we call a rose
By any other name would smell as sweet."

In Romeo and Juliet (II, ii, 1-2), Juliet tells 
Romeo that a name is an artificial and 
meaningless convention, and that she loves 
the person who is called "Montague", not the 
Montague name and not the Montague family. 



Identity and Deception in the 
Virtual Community



Summary



Did you come up with interesting examples 
of conventional and assessment signals? [Ex. 
Online dating sites]



Class Exercise 1a



Class Exercise 1b



There are also consequences and 
implications of different identity 
choices…











4chan and /b/: An Analysis of 
Anonymity and Ephemerality in a 
Large Online Community



What is anonymity?

legal name location
pseudonyms that can be linked to the person’s legal name or 
location pseudonyms that cannot be linked to specific identity 
information but that provide other clues to identity

behavior social group
personal characteristics



4chan and /b/



Summary



/b/ users also adopt various textual, 
linguistic, and visual cues to signal social 
status, e.g., in-dialect writing (/b/ slangs) 
serves as an entry-level signal of 
membership and status. 

What other methods are adopted in other 
communities for the same? 

Do you see such signaling only in anonymous 
sites?



Class Activity 2



Why do people seek anonymity online? 
[People are rarely anonymous in the offline 
world, unless they are a criminal or a CIA agent!]



Why do people seek anonymity online? 



Why do people seek anonymity online? 





The throwaway cohort hints at a sense of 
urgency or desire to act: (“just need to”, 
“to do something”, “am going to”): now 
i’m not crazy, i’m not a danger to any one, i
just need to stay busy until i can see a new 
therapist in the next couple of days.

Throwaway posts extensively share 
posters’ personal beliefs and fear. This 
might reveal their vital constructs and 
private, sensitive informational attributes 
(“if I could”, “part of me”, “because I 
know”). 

The throwaway cohort also expresses a 
desire to avail help/need from the 
community (“want to talk”, “what do i”): i
think about suicide at least once or twice a 
day but im not sure if i could go through 
with it.



What moms talk about when they are not constrained by norms and expectations of 
face-to-face culture

An interesting case of online anonymity: “for the lulz”



In some posts, dh is used in an affectionate way that implies that the 
husband is in fact dear to the poster. For others, dh is used cynically, 
often in the context of a deeply sarcastic or angry post: 

“If your dh treated you badly during your high risk pg [pregnancy], and got 
into a fight at the hospital after db was born, didn't show up the next day, 
would that be enough for you to divorce?” 



An interesting case of online 
anonymity: “for the lulz”



Is anonymity a binary attribute?



Whisper



Anonymity sensitivity



• Older users are more 
anonymity sensitive than 
younger ones.

• College educated users are 
more (statistically significant) 
anonymity sensitive than 
non-college educated users.

• No gender difference.

• WHY?

Anonymity sensitivity





Does anonymity always have to be a design 
feature? Is it possible to be anonymous on a 
platform where this is not the case?



Over the last few years since the three 
studies, many new platforms have emerged. 
What are additional ways/cues people use to 
manage their identity?


